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Suratul Alaq 9-10 
 
You should remember Allah SWT more than you remember your loved ones, because He is               
your Creator and the others are His creations. But we forget and then we worry why we are so                   
unhappy. We should remember the Perfection, and not the things that are imperfect. 
 
Every command of Allah is for our good, all we have to do is apply it to our lives. It is a shortcut                       
for good. We should remember a lot, not a little, but intensely. There is a hadith, when a man                   
came to the Rasul SAW and said he was feeling very overwhelmed by the deen, and asked for                  
one things to hold to. Nabi SAW gave him a solution, told him to keep his tongue moist with                   
remembrance of Allah SWT. This moist means, all the time, a lot and this is ibadah that has no                   
restrictions but many rewards. 
 
Allah SWT said that He made night and day in succession so that one can remember him at all                   
time, for dhikr and shukr. Some people are able to go straight to shukr but others need dhikr to                   
help with increasing shukr. May Allah SWT make us from among the dhakireen, and the               
shakireen. 
 
Nabi SAW was illiterate but who taught him? Allah SWT. This shows that without Allah’s               
Generosity, we wouldn’t be able to move a finger. Not because we deserve it, but because He is                  
Generous. When you learn something new, remember that it is all a blessing from Allah SWT,                
from His Generosity. 
 
If we don’t keep this in mind, it makes us proud, or arrogant or even jealous (of other’s                  
advancement). In surah a’raf Allah swt talks of a man who had knowledge, but he didn’t use it.                  
Knowledge comes to elevate you, not to make a person transgress. And so when a person                
transgresses, by exceeding boundaries, by feeling self sufficient from Allah SWT, then He             
reminds that we will all return to Allah SWT. 
 
From Ayah 9 till the end of the surah, it talks about one person and this can apply to anyone. It’s                     
about Abu Jahl. and Jahl means ignorance, so was he the father of someone named Jahl. No.                 
His name was actually, Abul Hakam, the wise one. Before he rejected Nabi SAW, he was a wise                  
man, and people would come to him for judging. But his wisdom didn’t make him choose Islam,                 
and now he will forever be known as an ignorant person, until the Day of Judgment. So real                  
ignorance is not knowing something but not following Islam. 
 
Abu Jahl has a list of crimes to his name but this is worst. Allah SWT lists these: yanha,                   
kazzaba watawalla. Yanha is a very specific crime and kazzaba watawalla is a general crime.               
Yanha is to forbid one to pray, while kazzaba watawalla is to deny and turn away. For example,                  
if someone brings you information, either you believe him or you don’t. Either you act or you                 



don’t on his information. But Abu Jahl, he didn’t believe and didn’t act and didn’t want others to                  
either. He didn’t pray and tried to stop Prophet Muhammad SAW from praying as well. 
 
The nature of humans is such that if we don’t do something, then from guilt, we don’t want                  
others to do it too. And shaytan is a real pro at this, he’s not going to paradise so he wants                     
everyone to be in jahannam with him. Abu Jahl is like that too. Islam teaches us lakum                 
deenukum waliyadeen, which is the peaceful way to do things. Everyone chooses to do what               
they want to do. In all legislations of Islam, there’s nothing that harms anyone else. 
 
Araita has the alif istifham, the alif of questioning? The ra’aa could be of the eyes or the heart,                   
and ta refers to you. Did you not see? The direct speech is to alert you.allazee refers to he who,                    
and yanha, which is the present tense of the word naha is to stop, or mana’a. This is                  
consolation to Nabi SAW that Allah SWT is aware of everything happening to him, that he Nabi                 
SAW is not alone.  
 
We need the hadith to explain the Quran, so that we know who or what the Quran refers to. So                    
at this point, the focus is not on the doer, but on the subject. Abdan in the next ayah refers to                     
Nabi SAW. And again, no names are mentioned. The word is used means slave, which means                
he is doing what his Master has commanded him to do. For eg, the employer and his employee                  
make a contract of what needs to be done, for a fixed fee. And if someone related to the                   
employer comes in and tries to interfere, then this is wrong. And this is what Abu Jahl does, he                   
tries to come in between the slave and his Master. Iza is when and salla is to pray. And the work                     
of the ‘abd is to pray. It is a crime when you try and stop someone from doing his job, so then                      
this is the worst of crimes because the best of actions is salah. 
 
We are not slaves of anyone but Allah SWT but we are the ones that make ourselves slaves of                   
other things. Even if your parents or husband want to make you do something haraam, you                
have to tell them, that you will not obey. So don’t put yourself under the command of anyone                  
else. 
 
The story behind this is the Nabi SAW was praying in Kabah, which was still filled with 360+                  
idols. So Abu Jahl told people that he’s praying there and so preventing the worship of the idols.                  
He went there and commanded Nabi SAW to stop praying. He told him that if he saw him                  
praying again that he would step on his neck, cut his neck off. But he didn’t stop. When Abu                   
Jahl saw him again praying, he went to Nabi SAW, he saw a trench full of fire and winds and he                     
came back. Nabi SAW said if he had come one step further, the angels would have snatched                 
him part by part. 
 
That is why when we pray we use a sutra, otherwise people can cut your prayer. Nabi SAW said                   
if you see a person who wants to cross a person praying, then you must stop him because then                   
he is with shaytaan. The easiest thing to do then is pray by a wall. 
 
How we can apply these ayahs to our lives:  



 
● don’t disturb anyone’s prayers  
● don’t obey the creation 
● don’t stop people from good and don’t encourage the bad  
● stay away from trouble 
● don’t put yourself in a challenge with commands of Allah SWT 
● stick to taking tasks/commands from only one person in charge 
● be determined and firm for Allah SWT’s commands 
● use the faculties Allah SWT has given us 
● important to have beneficial knowledge, so we can pair knowledge with action 
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